Day 3. 5th October 2016
III Research and Industries

Developing Architecture and Interior Design 10.00-12.30

Typtologies 10.00-11.00
Vera Cirkovic's Contribution to Educational Architecture in Yugoslavia - Madana Putnik, University of Belgrade, Faculty of Philosophy
Remarkable Public Health Service Architecture by Architect Zorina Dumencić - Zrinka Baričić Marenč, University of Zagreb, Faculty of architecture
Feeling at Home. Elisabeth (Kaatje) de Lestrieux’s Personal Housing Designs - Florence Fernandez Cardoso, Fatima Pombo and Hilde Heynen, ULB-KU Leuven

Discussion 11.00-11.15: MoMoWo – Maria Helena Souto

Coffee 11.15-11.30

Approaches 11.30-12.30
Three Projects for Council Houses by Lina Bo Bardi. From Virtual - Vincenza Garofalo, University of Palermo
Matilde Ucelay Maquita. Single-family House for Vincente Sebastian Llegat - Starlight Vattano, University of Palermo
Egle Renata Trincanato. Unbuilt - Francesco Maggio, University of Palermo

Discussion 12.30-12.45: MoMoWo – Sara Levi

Lunch 12.45-14.00

Innovation in Landscaping 14.00-14.55
Italy-England 1946-1954. Maria Teresa Parpagliolo, Landscape beyond Borders - Luca Krasovec Lucas, Politecnico di Milano, Scuola di architettura e società
Architect Juta Krulc, Garden Designer - Maja Kržišnik, independent researcher


Tea 14.55-15.10

Presentation of the MoMoWo Publications 15.10-15.30
MoMoWo - Women · Architecture & Design Itineraries across Europe - Sara Levi Sacerdotti, Helena Seražin, Emilia Garda and Caterina Franchini, editors
MoMoWo · Women · 100 Works in 100 Years. European Women in Architecture and Design · 1918-2018 - Ana Mária Fernández García, Helena Seražin, Caterina Franchini and Emilia Garda, editors

Closoure 15.30-15.45: next MoMoWo activities - Emilia Garda and Helena Seražin

Drinks

Admission free
Please register by sending an email to barbara.vodopivec@zrc-sazu.si

MoMoWo 2nd INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE-WORKSHOP
Women Designers, Architects and Engineers between 1946 and 1968
Research Centre of Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts // Slovenia
France Stele Institute of Art History
Atrij ZRC
3-4-5 October 2016
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This publication reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
Day 1, 3rd October 2016
I Education and Publishing

Registration  9.00–10.00
Welcome to Ljubljana  10.00–10.30
- Prof. dr. Oto Luthar, Director of ZRC SAZU
- Doc. dr. Barbara Munovec, Head of France Stele Institute of Art History
- Doc. dr. Helena Seražin, MoMoWo Slovenia

Women Equal to Men  10.30–11.00
- Florence Hobson Fulton, Architect - Tanja Poppekeuter and Ryan McBride, University of Ulster, Belfast
- Elena Luzzatto Zitelli, the First Italian Woman Architect - Monica Prezope, Université Politecnica delle Marche, Ancona

Discussion  11.00-11.15: MoMoWo – Caterina Franchini

Coffee  11.15-11.30
I Education and Publishing

Leaflng Through the Pages of Specialized Magazines
Seeking for Women Architects and Designers  11.30–12.30
- Women Contribution to Design through "Domus" (1946-1968) - Caterina Franchini, Politecnico di Torino, DIST
- Women Contribution to Architecture through "Domus" (1946-1968) - Emilia Giara, Chiara Serra and Annalisa Stella, Politecnico di Torino, DISE
- Design and Women through the Pioneering Magazine "Stile Industria" (1954-1963) - Annalisa Barbara Pesando, Politecnico di Torino, DAD
- A Portrait of the Female Mind as a Young Girl - Iva Maria Jurić, independent architect

Discussion  12.30-12.45: MoMoWo – Maria Helena Souto

Lunch  12.45-14.00
Education  14.00–14.20
First Generations of Women in Architecture and Design at University of Ljubljana – Helena Seražin, ZRC SAZU, France Stele Institute of Art History

Discussion 14.20-14.30: MoMoWo – Ana María Fernández García

Presentation and Perception of Women Architects and Designers  14.30–15.30
- A Storytelling Overlooked: Feminisms, Modernity and Dissemination - Daniela Arias Laurino, Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña, PhD candidate
- Exclusion and Inclusion in Dutch Design History. Female Designers in the Good Women (Good Living) Foundation 1946-1968 - Ilja S Meijer, VU University, Amsterdam, PhD candidate

Day 2, 4th October 2016
II Politics, Policies and Political Regimes

Position of Women Architects in Western Europe  11.30-12.45
- Marion Tournon Brany and Elaine Castelnau-Tastemain. Two Leading Figures in French Architecture - Stéphanie Messnage, Université de Strasbourg, ARCHE
- Juana Ontañón. An Architect Woman in Asturias - Esther Rodríguez Ortiz, University of Oviedo

(Re)Discovering the Objects and Actions of Lina Bo Bardi - Mara Sanchez Llorens, University Nebrija, Madrid

Discussion  12.30-12.45: MoMoWo – Caterina Franchini
Lunch  12.45-14.00
III Research and Industries
Developing Industrial Design  14.00–15.15
- An Improbable Woman. Portuguese New State’s Dictator ship and Design Leadership - Maria Helena Souto, IADE –Universidade Europea
- Gaby Schreiber and the British Overseas Airway Corporation (BOAC) - Paddy O’Shea, Kingston University
- Modern Interiors Research Centre
- Stanka Knez, m. Lozar – A Slovenian Textile Designer in the Early Socialist Yugoslavia - Maja Lozar Štamcar, National Museum, Ljubljana

Discussion  15.15-15.30: MoMoWo – Helena Seražin
Tea  15.30-15.45
Poster presentation  15.45-16.05
- Female Design History in Croatia, 1930-1980: Context, Production, Influences - Ana Bedenko, Maja Kolar and Maša Poljanec, Croatian Designers Association

Interview  16.15
- Interview with civil engineer prof. dr. Daninka Battelino – Barbara Vodopivec and Katarina Mohar

Drinks